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Motivation
Therac-25
● At least 5 patients died, while several others 
became seriously injured.
● A race-condition caused the machine to give 
approximately 100 times the intended dose, 
causing radiation overdose.
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Motivation
The explosion of Ariane 5:
● The explosion occurred after 37 seconds of 
start (30 seconds after lift-off).
● The exception was caused during 
execution of a data conversion from
64-bit floating point to 16-bit signed
Integer value. 7
Motivation
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Motivation
Fully Automated Test Case 
Generation
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Software Development Cycle
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The Debug Phase
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Automatic Debugging 
Tools
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Spectrum-based fault 
localization (SFL)
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Fault screeners (Invariants)
An Invariant is a data structure that is valid 
during the execution of a program.
Range Invariant
Stores the the values 
observed in a range 
structure.
10 < x < 20
("x" is valid between 10 
and 20)
Bloom Filters
Stores the values 
observed in a set 
structure.
x = {10, 20, 30}
("x" is valid for the 
values 10, 20 and 30)
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GZoltar
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Main Goal
public class Add extends TestCase
{
@Test
public void testAdd() {
int result = Calculator.add(1,2);
assertTrue(result == 3);
}
}
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How?
Dynamically Inferring Behavioural Models 
with Fault Screeners
LEOPArD
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Training Phase
● LEOPArD learns the expected behaviour of 
a software program using correct executions 
in a so-called training phase.
● The Finite State Machine is created.
● The Invariants are initialized with primary 
types.
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Operational Phase
● After the model is learnt and all invariants 
are trained, each execution during the 
operational phase is checked against it for 
consistency.
● LEOPArD uses the behavioural model learnt 
to act as an oracle to decide the pass/fail of 
an execution.
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First step - LEOPArD
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Second step - LEOPArD
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Third step - LEOPArD
State Machine
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Third step (+1) - LEOPArD
State Machine + 
Equivalence (k=2)
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25
Evaluation (Last Step) - 
LEOPArD
P <- INJECT FAULT IN P
for x in {10,30,50,70,90,100} do
for i in [1..20] do
T' <- SELECT x passing test cases from T
FSM_B <- LEARN (P,T')
if OperationalPhase then
ResultsTEMP += CollectResultsFromP (Fp, Fn, SFL)
end if
end for
Results += AVERAGE (ResultsTEMP)
end for
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Experimental Setup
Subject Version LOCs Test Cases Coverage Number of 
States
ATM 0.1 2418 20 14.8% 61
NanoXML 2.2.3 5393 9 45.7% 6050
org.jacoco.report 0.5.7 5979 99 73.1% 763
● Single Bug 
(3)
● Double Bug 
(3)
● Triple Bug 
(1)
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Experimental Setup
● Check the following cases:
○ The sequence doesn't exist -> FAIL
○ The sequence exists but the ranges were violated -> 
FAIL
○ The sequence exists and the ranges were accepted 
-> PASS
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Evaluation Metrics
● False Positive Rate
● False Negative Rate
● Cost of diagnosis
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Results - Single Bug
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Results - Double Bug
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Results - Triple Bug
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Conclusions
● LEOPArD yields similar diagnostic quality, 
while entailing acceptable runtime overhead.
 
● With only 30% of the total passing test 
cases, we can obtain similar diagnostic 
accuracy (only 2 more statements that need 
inspection), despite entailing an average of 8 
false positives and 1 false negative.
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Future Work
● Monitoring of non-primitive variables. (String, 
char...)
● Tune the behavioural model in order to 
decrease the slowdown
● Algorithms to reduce the state machine size
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Contributions
● IJUP'13 <- Accepted
● ICTSS'13 <- Submitted and under review
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